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“See the body revolution started…” 
- Cindi Leive, Editor-in-Chief, Glamour Magazine
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“This woman rocks and we need more women like her…” 

-Matt Lauer 
 
"This photo showed the world a real body with real imperfections and 
sparked a national debate… it is a beautiful thing! "    
                      -Ellen Degeneres 
 
 
“… a fearless fashion model whose un-retouched tummy set off a firestorm!”  
     - Dr. Oz 
 
 
“The woman behind Glamour’s plus sized buzz….” 

- People Magazine 
 
 
 “the letters …started to flood my inbox literally the day Glamour hit 
newsstands." 
                       - Cindi Leive , Editor in Chief  
 
 
 "I just have never seen anything like this before..."  
                        - Gayle King 
 
 
 



 

PRINT MODELING  



 

COMMERCIALS & VIDEO MODELING 
 

  

Travie McCoy’s “Move It Girl” Video 
https://vimeo.com/204416469 

Elena Miro “25 Years” 
https://vimeo.com/204416292 

Italian Vogue “For.Me” 
https://vimeo.com/204416647 

Girls Scouts PSA 
https://vimeo.com/204416391 

Lane Bryant “3 Truths” 
https://vimeo.com/204416223 

     Target Commercial: Full On Summer 
           https://vimeo.com/204415736 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 Access Hollywood Live, Behind The Scenes BCBG Max Azria 
Fashion show, interviewing: Mickey Rourke , Kathy Lee & Hoda 

 

 Runway the Real Way Fashion Behind the Scenes Interview 
with Miss J. 

 

 Runway the Real Way Fashion Show Co-host and MC 
 

 Video Interview with Denise Bidot for Rebelle Bytes Blog  
 

 Host Lady Chardonnays Annual Holiday Show  
 

 F.I.T. – Guest speaker on specialty sizing and body image  
 

 Poconos Body Image Forum  - Featuring Plus Sized Super 
Model Hosts: Lizzie Miller, Ashley Graham, Precious Lee, & 
Marquita Pring 

 

 Discovery Charter School -  Speech on growing up and 
dealing with body image 

 

 Lunch with Lizzie – multiple speaking events for young girls 
struggling with body image 

 

 L.I.M. College Body Revolution Panel  
 

 

HOSTING  
 

PUBLIC SPEAKING 
 



 
BIOGRAPHY 

 

Lizzie Miller was already a 6-year veteran of the modeling industry when a picture of her from a 
forgotten photo shoot appeared in an issue of Glamour Magazine.  It shot her to plus sized super 
model stardom.  From then on she became known as “The Woman on Page 194”. 
 
The over 9 Billion Worldwide Impressions she received as a result of that un-doctored photo were a 
far cry from Lizzie’s modest beginnings as a “California Girl”, born in San Jose.  As a young girl Lizzie 
struggled with her weight but applied herself to eating right and exercising, losing a dramatic 50 
pounds in exchange for a strong sense of self. Drawn to the world of plus size modeling, she entered 
a Model Search at 13 years old and was immediately signed by the prestigious Wilhelmina Modeling 
Agency in New York. Shortly thereafter, she moved to New York to further pursue her modeling 
career.  
 
In NYC her career exploded, clients such as Italian Vogue and Lane Bryant had her flying around the 
world.  It was no wonder in the whirlwind of runway shows, shoots and test shoots that the casual 
picture shot in a humble studio in Downtown Manhattan was briefly forgotten in Lizzie’s memory until 
the release of that fateful Glamour issue. The unassuming photo of a happy, semi-nude, curvy Lizzie 
Miller comfortable in her own perfectly imperfect body sent a shockwave around the globe.   
 
Women were tired of seeing airbrushed, photo-shopped, stick thin women as their representatives in 
the media; they were starving to see someone who was beautiful, just like them. Letters flooded 
Glamour Magazine “I am gasping with delight, a woman who looks just like me! I love the woman on 
page 194!” The outpouring was incredible! Glamour Magazine had to respond, and created a plus-
sized issue in October again featuring Lizzie and several other prominent plus sized models. 
 
Glamour Magazine wasn’t the only one calling; The Today Show, CNN, Access Hollywood and Ellen 
were just a handful of the many media outlets clamoring to get a few minutes with Lizzie Miller. Even 
the Girl Scouts got on board asking her to do a PSA.  Surprised by the incredible response, she 
began receiving fan mail.  Letters saying things like, "Thank you for giving average sized girls a voice 
that they are beautiful too” and “Finally! A girl who looks like me! I want to shout from the rooftops!” 
made her realize that the public craves ‘real sized women’ to represent them in mainstream media. 
Because of this outpouring, Lizzie started “Lunch with Lizzie” where she meets with small groups to 
discuss their concerns and struggles with body image.  
 
Lizzie enjoys her successful modeling career, working with clients such as Fruit of The Loom and 
Lane Bryant and posing for editorials in prestigious magazines including Vogue Italia and Glamour.  
Her horizons continue to expand into public speaking and hosting for popular programs including E! 
Entertainment as well as developing a “Beauty from The Inside Out” Program for women and girls 
everywhere to help with the internal and external battles we all face.   
 
A media darling, she is regularly featured on national news outlets & TV programs like Fox News, The 
NY Post & Dr. Oz.  In addition to her blog, she is currently writing a tantalizing novel based on her 
experiences in the modeling & fashion industry as well as perfecting her singing and songwriting. She 
continues to speak publicly on positive body image. Her personal mission is to redefine what beauty 
is in mainstream media and to inspire women everywhere to love and accept their bodies recognizing 
that their internal beauty reflects externally as well. FREE YOUR BEAUTY!  
 


